WEB DEVELOPMENT

DURATION: 3 DAYS

JAVASCRIPT FUNDAMENTALS WITH JQUERY

COURSE DESCRIPTION
This JavaScript class is suitable for beginners. You will learn how to create better user experiences by adding interactive elements for your Web pages. This class
will introduce you to JavaScript syntax, before delving into jQuery the World’s most popular JavaScript library.
Live face-to-face instructor - still the best way to learn! No prior experience of HTML is needed.

DETAILED COURSE OUTLINE
FUNDAMENTALS OF JAVASCRIPT
CODE
In this lesson, you will learn some foundational
concepts and syntax such as variables, strings,
and numbers. These are core concepts used
throughout even the most complicated scripts.
|
|
|
|
|

JavaScript methods (such as alerts)
Variables
The importance of quotes
Numbers vs. strings
Concatenation

REUSING CODE WITH FUNCTIONS
A function is a group of reusable code that
performs a specific task (or tasks) at a desired
time. In this exercise, you will learn how to write
a custom function.
| Defining functions
| Calling functions
| Defining parameters & passing arguments

TARGETING HTML ELEMENTS
In this exercise, we will take a look at what
JavaScript is doing in the background. We will
use Chrome’s DevTools to reveal the structure
of an HTML document, select individual HTML
elements and edit them.
| Selecting & Working with HTML Elements
| Getting & Setting Input Values
| Hiding & showing elements with JavaScript

IF STATEMENTS: CLEARING FORM
FIELDS

INTRODUCTION TO ARRAYS & THE
MATH OBJECT

There are times when you only want your
JavaScript code to be executed if certain
criteria have been met. In this exercise, you will
use an IF statement to detect whether a form
field contains text and then respond with a hint
if necessary.

In this exercise, we will learn about arrays
and how to create them. You will also learn
about Math objects and how to use them in
conjunction with arrays to display the values
we want.

|
|
|
|

Testing code in the JavaScript Console
Getting & setting properties
Using if statements
Reshowing text hints in empty form fields

SIMPLE ACCORDION WITH
JAVASCRIPT
Accordions let you condense a lot of
information into a small space by hiding some
of it. In this exercise, you are going to build a
simple accordion to hide and show different
elements.
| Targeting elements by ID
| Hiding & showing elements with JavaScript

SHARING JAVASCRIPT ACROSS
PAGES
In this exercise, we will learn how to externalize
JavaScript so it can be shared between pages.
| Externalizing JavaScript
| Linking to the JavaScript File
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Creating an Array of testimonials
Editing an Array
The Math Object
Using the Math Object to Pick Random
Testimonials

POSTCARD GENERATOR
In this exercise, you will build a postcard
generator. The user will choose from a list of U.S.
states and the page will dynamically generate
a postcard for that state.
| Getting Input From the Menu
| Unobtrusive JavaScript

INTRODUCTION TO JAVASCRIPT
OBJECTS & THE DOM
In this exercise you will learn the basics about
JavaScript objects. You will create your own
object and learn how to access objects
inside an HTML document to see how you can
manipulate them.
| Intro to objects
| The global object
| Breaking open & manipulating objects
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JAVASCRIPT FUNDAMENTALS WITH JQUERY

DETAILED COURSE OUTLINE (CONT.)
DYNAMICALLY CHANGING
CONTENT WITH CUSTOM OBJECTS

PRODUCT COLOR CHOOSER

In this exercise, you will use JavaScript objects
to dynamically update content without having
to reload the page. In other words, when a user
makes a selection, the information on the page
will update without the page having to reload.

When products are available in multiple colors,
users need to be able to choose the color they
want to receive. In this exercise, you will use
jQuery to make a product color picker that lets
a user choose a color and then see a photo of
the product with the color they selected.

| Checking the functionality of the select
menu
| Getting the chosen value
| Dynamically changing the state name value
| Dynamically changing the rest of the values

| Getting the Swatch Buttons to Work
| Figuring Out Which Color the User Clicked On
| Change the Border Color of the Selected
Element
| Using Hover Instead of Click

INTRODUCTION TO FOR LOOPS

MORE ADVANCED JQUERY
SHOWING/HIDING

One of the things that programming is really
good for is repeating the same (or similar)
actions very quickly. In this exercise, we will look
at one way to do this by using a for loop.
|
|
|
|

Creating a for loop
Using the for loop to set dropdown menus
Clearing the To menu
Optional bonus: refining the menu selection
experience

| Adding an animation to reveal hidden
content
| Targeting the proper div: traversing the
document
| Swapping the button image with jQuery

INTRODUCTION TO JQUERY:
SHOWING & HIDING CONTENT

USING JQUERY PLUGINS: SMOOTH
SCROLL

jQuery is an industry standard JavaScript
library. In this exercise, you will get started using
jQuery by learning how to show and hide some
content using a few different animations.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Getting started with jQuery
Using the jQuery Library
Running code when the document is ready
Click events
Using jQuery’s slideToggle() method
Supporting JavaScript disabled users

In this exercise you will take another look at
showing and hiding, but with a new twist. You
will learn how to control the speed of jQuery’s
slideToggle() and learn more about targeting
elements with jQuery.

In this exercise, you will learn how to use a
jQuery plugin called Smooth Scroll. It lets you
create a single page site with navigation that
scrolls down the page with a sliding animation.
| Linking to the plugin file
| Initializing the plugin
| Customizing the plugin with options
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JQUERY LIGHTBOX: A POP-UP
IMAGE VIEWER
In this exercise, you will learn how to use a free
jQuery lightbox plugin called Magnific Popup.
This is a great way for users to view enlarged
images.
|
|
|
|
|
|

Linking to the plugin files
Initializing the pop-up
Grouping the photos into a gallery
Adding captions
Removing the counter
Customizing the appearance

JQUERY CYCLE: A SIMPLE
SLIDESHOW
In this exercise, you will learn how to use
the jQuery Cycle plugin to create a simple
slideshow. It can cycle through content with a
variety of transitions like fades and pushes.
|
|
|
|

Initial setup
Defining what content gets cycled
Adding more cycles & exploring options
Reversing the animation

JQUERY CYCLE: ADDING
SLIDESHOW CONTROLS
In this exercise, you will add controls to a
slideshow which will allow the end user to jump
ahead or back to specific slides.
| Preventing a possible “flash of unstyled
content”
| Enabling the slideshow
| Adding & customizing the controls
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DETAILED COURSE OUTLINE (CONT.)
JQUERY FORM VALIDATION
Form validation is essential for so many
websites. Here we will show you how to set
up form validation with the popular jQuery
Validation Plugin by Jörn Zaefferer, which is
easy, fast, flexible, and well-documented.
|
|
|
|

Initializing the plugin & setting options
Customizing the error messages
Changing the location of the error messages
Styling the error messages

JQUERY CYCLE: ADDING
SLIDESHOW CONTROLS
In this exercise, you will add controls to a
slideshow which will allow the end user to jump
ahead or back to specific slides.
| Preventing a possible “flash of unstyled
content”
| Enabling the slideshow
| Adding & customizing the controls

Our outlines are a guide to the content covered on
a typical class. We may change or alter the course
topics to meet the objectives of a particular class.
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